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1.  Make friends with a Tyrannosaurus rex!

Rocks from outer space are important parts of our solar system, 
and have great impacts on Earth! 

2.  A rock that is out of this world!

Space Rocks! Museum Scavenger Hunt

Discuss with a friend:
• Meteorites are a type of space rock that impacts, or crashes 
   into, the Earth. How do you think meteorites affected dinosaurs?
 A large impact changed the environment and the weather on 
 Earth. This is one of the leading factors for the extinction of 
 the dinosaurs. 
• Do you think space rocks impact Earth today? 
 Opinion Question, YES! Earth receives an impact almost 
every day.

Find the Lunar Crust Sample (a piece of the moon) next 
to the Planetarium pass pick-up station. 

Discuss with a friend:
• What part of the moon do you think the sample 
   came from? (Hint: compare the color of the sample to  
   the picture). Read the sign, and mark the location with    
   an X on the picture to the right.

• How many impact craters on the moon can you 
   spot when you look at the photo next to the sample? 
 There are three large impact craters, two are labeled but 
 there are many more. The Moon is a great example of a 
 space object with impacts craters billions of years old. 

Timeline Information: A meteorite impact was a part of the 
reason dinosaurs went extinct          66 million       years ago. 
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Timeline Information: The lunar sample
formed           3.7 billion            years ago.
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Discuss with a friend:
• Why do you think the meteorite looks the way that it does?
 It has been heat and deformed by extreme temperature and 
 pressure when entering the atmospher and during impact.
• How do you think the impact affected the organisms that lived at 
   Barringer Crater?
 The force of the impact would have leveled the land for miles around, 
killing or severely injuring any organisms nearby. Over time, the landscape 
recovered and created a new envioment for life.
• The original object was wider than a football field when it crashed into 
what is now Arizona. What do you think happened to the rest of the 
meteorite?  
 Most of the object was vaporized on impact. But a few fragments 
 or meteorites have been found around the crater.  

4. What type of object made this mile-wide crater?

Space Rocks! Scavenger Hunt

To see a part of the space rock that made this crater visit 
“Earth’s Core” in the Earthquake! exhibit. Hint: It looks kind of melted!

Discuss with a friend:
• Can you see any impact craters on Earth? 
 No visible large impact craters on the Earth’s surface.
• Why do you think that is? Hint: reading about Earth’s Crust might help.
 There are 3 processes that contribute to why we do not see large 
 impact craters on Earth‘s surface; erosion, tectonics 
 and volcanism.

Go to the Earthquake! exhibit and find the giant globe.

3. Evidence of space rocks on our planet Earth?

Timeline information: The Barringer Crater formed in an impact  50,000 years ago.

Whole Museum

Make your way to the Mural of the Solar System on Level 2.

5. Impacts on other objects in our solar system?

Discuss with a friend:
• Which planets show impact craters? Which ones don’t?
 The rocky planets where we can see the surface, Mercury, Earth 
 and Mars. We do not see impacts on the gas giants or Venus 
 because the atmosphere of these planets are opaque. 
• What do you think would happen if a space rock impacted a gas giant
   such as Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus or Neptune?
 You may see a impact mark on the surface 
 gas but the mark will slowly disapper after 
 a couple of months. 

The praking lot is the
    size of the Academy 
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First life on Earth

Space Rocks! Scavenger Hunt
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Imagine that the length of the building represents the entire 4.6 billion year history of Earth. Draw a line 
from each of the events below to show where it would fit on the timeline. Hint! We’ve marked the “first 
life on Earth” and “present day” as an example.

Moon rock forms

3.7 billion

Dinos go extinct Barringer Crater 
forms

50,000

6. Extra Credit! Make a model of Earth’s timeline.

years agoyears ago
66 million

years ago

Whole Museum

3.6 billion 
years ago

Teacher tip: 
Each mark on the timeline represents 
approx. 220 million years. 


